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A Brief Family History of Elias Horowitz and Tillie (Baer) Horowitz 

By 
Ellis Horowitz 

In collaboration with 
Florence (Horowitz) Daks 
 (Last Draft: 03/17/2022) 

The purpose of this document is to capture what little facts are known about the two young people who 

immigrated to the United States from Eastern Europe around the turn of the 20th Century, the family 

they left in Europe, and their first generation of children born in the U.S.A. 

 

Elias Horowitz, Simon (with ball), Florence (baby), Tillie, Joseph (seated), Irving 

taken sometime in 1921 

 

Tillie Baer 

Tillie Baer (nickname Toba), born in 1886 (though we have no record of the month and day) fled Poland 

to Canada when she was 18 years old in 1904. Her father had passed away, her mother re-married, and 

according to her “life in Jaroslaw, Poland offered her no future”. That, plus the stories of how wonderful 

things were in America, caused her to leave home at a very tender age. With relatives in Montreal she 

went to Canada first, and eventually made her way to the US and to Brooklyn. Her contact in the U.S. 

was a cousin named Rose Lemanowfsky, a widow, and Tillie lived with her for a time at 1350 43rd Street 

in Brooklyn. Tillie was very vague about her years in Poland, but she did recall that Franz Joseph was the 

ruler of Poland at that time. 
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Tillie (Baer) Horowitz as a young girl and in 1952 at age 66 on the roof of her  
building at 762 E. 3rd St, B’klyn 

In an “Application for Registry of an Alien” which Tillie filled out on March 15, 1933, when she was about 

46 years old, she stated that she arrived in New York on March 1, 1906 at the age of 20. Her description 

says fair skin, grayish, brown hair, gray eyes and 5’2” tall. She had arrived in the U.S. by train from 

Montreal, and she lists her occupation as “finisher”.  The application lists several residences, all of which 

are in Brooklyn. It is known that Tillie worked as a maid on Shore Road in Brooklyn before she got 

married.  

              

             The only known photo of Tillie’s mother and sister;             Felicia Kochanska, Tillie’s sister 
             (sister’s name unknown, year unknown)                                 who lived in Ingolstadt, Germany 
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Above on the left is the only known photo of Tillie’s mother and sister. There is some reason to believe 

that Tillie had two sisters, but the evidence is sketchy. To the right is a photo of one of her sisters, Felicia 

Kochanska. Apparently she avoided being killed by the Nazis because she was married to a German 

officer. She had no children and no one knew she was Jewish. When she married the German soldier she 

was cast out of the family1. She was buried in a Catholic cemetery near Ingolstadt2 Germany where she 

had lived. 

Tillie also had a brother (or a step brother) named Heinrich Kelz, a tailor who had “done well” in 

Warsaw, Poland. He had two sons – Siegfried (Sygush) who became a dentist in Italy, and the younger 

one, Max Kelz who also lived in Warsaw. Siegfried’s wife, Paula (or Pola) Kelz was also a dentist, and 

both had a very comfortable life in Italy. Their daughter was named Many (or Manny), and she was 4 

years old when Mussolini came to power. Mussolini forbade Jews to practice their profession, so 

Siegfried arranged to send money, via a ship’s captain to Tillie to save for him.  They eventually fled to 

the U.S., Tillie returned the money, and they settled in Boston where he practiced dentistry in Brookline, 

Massachusetts with his wife Pola as his assistant. Sometime in the 1930s Tillie did make a trip back to 

Poland to see her mother, brother and his family, Sygush and his family, and Felicia. Unfortunately no 

details remain of her trip. Apparently Tillie had a disagreement with Siegfried Kelz and they did not keep 

in touch for many years until renewing contact sometime in 19613.  

      

              Heinrich Kelz,                                        Max Kelz                                              Pola Kelz and Manny 

            Tillie’s brother                                     Tillie’s nephew                                      Sygush’s wife and child      

 
1 A similar story to Chava who married the Russian Fyedka over Tevye’s objection in Fiddler on the Roof 
2 Ingolstadt is a city in the Free State of Bavaria, in the Federal Republic of Germany. It is located along the banks 
of the Danube River and is part of the Munich Metropolitan Area. 
3 The Kelz’ daughter Many was for a time a fellow at Tufts University in Boston. The Kelz’ daughter Susan 
graduated from Barnard and obtained a Masters in English from Boston College. She is the author of several books 
that are available through amazon.com. 
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We don't know how Tillie met Elias, her future husband. In May, 1911 (exact date unknown) they were 

married, both were approximately 25 years old. Elias and Tillie had five children: Irving (born 

01/26/1912, died 11/11/1981, age 69, blocked arteries), Joseph (born 03/25/1916, died 04/22/1983, 

age 67, a smoker), Simon (or Si, born 02/20/1918, died 03/19/2001, age 83, cancer), Florence (born 

2/13/1921, died 03/14/2022, old age) and Ephraim(or Ephie, born 12/20/1924, died 12/26/94, age 70, 

brain tumor). During this time she lived at various residences in Brooklyn, NY. The final one was located 

at 762 East 3rd Street, Brooklyn, on the fourth floor with no elevator. Tillie and Elias were married for 26 

years before Elias died in 1937. Tillie died on April 23, 1973, (no specific cause) and both are buried in 

Mount Judah cemetery in Queens.  She was approximately 87 years old when she passed away. 

 

Three photos of Tillie; the two on the left have no date;  

the one on the right was taken sometime in the 1950s. 

Elias Horowitz 

Elias was born on March 14, 1883 in the city of Gomel in what is now Belarus, but at that time was 

simply part of Russia. His parents were Hirsh Horowitz and Froome nee Rabinowitz. Elias Horowitz was 

approximately 16 years old when he left Russia. Several years before, in 1898 Czar Nicolas II had barred 

Jews from living in major Russian cities. This was the same Czar who earlier had issued an edict 

demanding that all Jews had to settle within the so-called Pale of Settlement, an area bounded by 

Poland on the west, Belarus on the South, and Ukraine in the East. It gave rise to the shtetls and, of 

course, pogroms.  (lacking confirmation). Elias crossed into the US on October 21, 1906, on the S.S. 

Amerika4  which had sailed from Hamburg, Germany.  He was processed through Ellis Island. His original 

 
4 There are several ships with the same name, though the one he took was likely the one that sailed between 

Hamburg and New York, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SS_America_%281905%29, and the picture below which 

was taken around the same time and is likely the same ship. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SS_America_%281905%29
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home may have been Lemberg now Lviv, in western Ukraine, near the Polish border. The manifest from 

the ship included some basic facts about him. 

 

Two pictures of Elias Horowitz, taken with his  

daughter Florence in 1935, two years before his death5 

 
5 Elias and Tille spoke Yiddish to each other, but by the 1920s they were capable of speaking English fluently. Elias 

earned a living selling fruit, first off of a cart with a horse and later off of a truck. 
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When Elias arrived he was 20 (or 22) years old. He listed his last residence as Warschau though this was 

likely a temporary address as he moved through Europe. The relative he cited was Joseph Rosenberg 

(see Appendix A) though we have no further information about him.  

 

Above is the announcement of the marriage of Elias Horowitz to Toba (Tillie) Baer on Sunday, April 21, 

1912; He was 27 and she was 24. Both spoke only Yiddush 

 

 

 

Above is a copy of the 1930 US census. It shows seven people living together: 

Elias, Tillie, Israel (my father), Joseph, (can't make out the name, but it is Simon?), Ephraim, and 

Florence, who would have been 7 years old. Elias is shown as coming from Russia in 1904, speaks Yiddish 

and is proprietor of a fruit business. Tillie comes from Austria in 1906 and speaks Yiddish. My father 

Israel is listed as a Manager of the fruit business. He would have been 18 years old. 

Below is a snapshot recording the obtaining of a marriage license for Elias Horowitz, age 27 to Toba 

Baer, age 24, the latter living at 1352 Forty-third street 
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Elias’ driver’s license from 1934 indicates that he weighed 115 pounds, was 5 foot 4 inches tall with grey 

eyes and black hair. Elias became a citizen in January, 1937. The primary language spoken between Elias 

and Tillie was Yiddish in the early years, but once the children were born and started school, the children 

answered in English and eventually both Tillie and Elias learned to speak English. 

Elias was a fruit vendor, waking up each morning and going to the fruit market somewhere in Brooklyn, 

first with horse and wagon and later with a truck, and then re-selling the fruit to food stores in the local 

neighborhood. The 1930s was the time of the depression in the United States and life was generally 

hard. But things took a turn for the worst when Elias became sick with lung cancer (he was a big time 

smoker). He suffered from lung cancer for several years, and had a lung removed several years before 

his death. The disease probably accounts for his dour expression in both of the pictures above. The 

pictures were taken at 580 East 4th Street, Brooklyn in 1935. Elias’ early passing was traumatic for 

everyone in the family, and put a burden on the older children to help support Tillie and their siblings. 

Elias died on July 30, 1937 at the age of 51 from the effects of lung cancer. As is Tillie, Elias is also buried 

in Mount Judah cemetery, nearby but not next to her. 

The only known relative of Elias was George Garbe who lived in Canada, apparently at 711 Victoria Ave., 

West Mount, Quebec, Canada. Evidence indicates he was a cousin of Elias. There is a letter that Florence 

wrote to him in June, 1940, looking for jobs for Joe and Si. George Garbe replied using the letterhead 

GENERAL CIGAR COMPANY LIMITED, for which he was employed. He suggested they contact Abe 

Freedberg, a possible cousin, but unfortunately Garbe and Freedberg were unable to help. A recent 

Google search (Sept. 2020) turned up an article from the 1949 issue of the Canadian Jewish Review, 

which offered these two lines: 

Mr. and Mrs. George Garbe, Victoria Avenue, are leaving for their country 

home at Big Cedar Point, Ont., for the season. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Guttman, Cote des Neiges Road, will visit her parents, 

Mr. and Mrs. George Garbe, Victoria Avenue, at Big Cedar Point, Ont. 

 

 

 

 

the 1940 census shows Elias, Joseph and Simon gone from the house. Israel is a radio mechanic and 

Florence a stenographer. 
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Photo of the George Garbe Family, Date Unknown 

Tillie and Elias Children 

Between the years 1912 and 1924 Tillie and Elias had five children: Irving, Joseph, Simon, Florence and 

Ephraim. The following paragraphs discuss each in brief. 

Irving Horowitz 

 

Irving (on right) and Joseph at a young age 
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Irving, also called Irv, Izzy, or Isadore (born 01/26/1912, died 11/11/1981) grew up in Brooklyn and 

graduated from Erasmus Hall High School, probably around 1930. He attended one semester of college 

(school unknown), but dropped out to help his father support the family. In the 1930s, in addition to 

helping his father, he also had a bookstore and repaired radios. He was self taught. Prior to joining the 

Army Irving worked for the U.S. Army, Philadelphia Signal Corps as an Associate Inspector. His ID listed 

him at 5’ 7”, weight 190 lbs, hazel eyes, and brown hair. He was drafted into the U.S. Army in 1943 and 

served overseas. 

         

Irving as a young man around 1936 
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Apparently there was a very brief marriage and divorce 

 

 

Irv in front of his radio repair store 
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Irving and Ruth Diamond courting in 1942 

 

Isidore Horowitz Army Discharge Form 
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Irving and Ruth official wedding portrait, April, 1942 

Irv was a member of the 1139th Engineer Combat Group, Colonel Niles the Group Commander. In a letter 

dated February 9, 1945 from Chaplain Luther Fletcher to Irving’s wife, Ruth, he assures her that Irving 

and his group are doing well, 

“This Easter season in which we shall celebrate the Resurrection of a 

living and abiding Christ, although life has been accelerated, and the 

stress and strain accentuated, we are praying that in spite of the 

violence and strife incident to this war, you may have a deep and 

abiding peace which only a living Christ can give – the true meaning of 

Easter.” 

Irving’s military papers listed him at 1781 East 16th Street, Brooklyn and said “Better known as Izzy and 

the operator of that wonderful machine the Odograph6 – always insisting riding in the ditches after 

dark.” 

 
6 A machine for registering the distance traversed by a vehicle 
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1943, Sgt. Irving Horowitz at Camp Beale7 

Irving and the 1139th landed at Utah Beach in Normandy, France, and went on to Le Mans, Chartres, 

Fontainebleau, and then into Germany at Reims, Verdun Mainz, Frankfort, Weimar, Regensberg, and 

finally into Austria Passau and Lambach (which is just outside Vienna). Their primary task was bridge 

building. 

Below is one of the few pictures of some of the family members from 1944. In the front row, from left to 

right, are: Tillie, Ruth Horowitz, Ellis Horowitz probably about 1 year old. In the back row are Florence 

Horowitz, Jack and Sarah Weitz (Ruth’s sister and brother-in-law), Joe Horowitz and his girlfriend 

(named Rose). The picture is taken in front of 1781 East 16th Street in Brooklyn, where Irv and Ruth lived 

in the early years of their marriage. 

 

1944, top row are Florence Horowitz, Jack Weitz, Sarah Weitz (Ruth’s older sister), Joe Horowitz, Rose  

 
7 Camp Beale is located in northern California, 10 miles east of Marysville and Yuba City, 40 miles north of 

Sacramento. 
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Bottom Row, Tillie Horowitz, Ruth Horowitz (my mother), Ellis Horowitz (me, less than 1 year old) 

 

Si, Tillie, Irving, Florence, Ephie probably taken in 1943 or 1944 

Ruth went as far as the 8th grade and then stopped. She had a few clerical jobs but was eventually 

encouraged to get married. The marriage was brief and there are no details about the divorce. Irving 

graduated Erasmus Hall High School and apparently went to college for one semester. But he was 

needed to help his father and did not continue his formal schooling. Irving had an early marriage which, 

as with Ruth, did not last very long. Divorce was based upon adultery, the only basis for a divorce in New 

York State at the time. Irving met Ruth Diamond in the Catskills and they married on April 21, 1942 and 

lived at 1781 East 16th Street, Brooklyn. Ellis was born on 02/11/1944 and Cecile on 10/13/1947. After 

the war Irv supported himself by repairing televisions. He occasionally had a small store, but more 

typically worked out of his apartment at 1775 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, NY. The apartment was over a 

grocery store. The building has since been torn down and is now a set of condominiums. 

Life for Irving and family was difficult and compounded by the fact that Ruth contracted multiple 

sclerosis around 1954. Irving was committed to caring for her at home, and after a long decline Ruth 

eventually passed away on 11/31/1967 at age 57. Irving stayed on in Brooklyn after both Ellis and Cecile 

left home. After retiring in 1976, Irv moved out to Los Angeles to live with his son Ellis and daughter-in-

law Maryanne. After suffering several heart attacks, the first one around the age of 60, he died of a 

heart attack due to arteriosclerosis, a stiffening or hardening of the arteries, on 11/11/1981. An 

angiogram before his death showed general blockage throughout and hence there was no opportunity 

for a bypass operation. Irving is buried in Mount Sinai Cemetery in Los Angeles. Ruth is buried in Mount 

Lebanon cemetery in Iselin, New Jersey, B#9445, Planted Grove, Section 1, Block 10, Lot 38-41, S/D “H”, 

Grave #11 
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Irving Horowitz Burial Plot Location at Mt. Sinai Cemetery 

 

 

Joseph Horowitz 

Joseph was born on March 25, 1916 and died on April 22, 1983 at the age of 67. The cause of death 

came from multiple sources including emphysema and diabetes. He was a serious smoker. As did his 

siblings he attended Erasmus Hall High School, but he did not graduate as he needed to work and 

contribute income to the family. He joined the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) an agency set up by 

President Roosevelt in the 1930s. It offered a job with a minimum monthly payment, an attractive offer 

since there were millions of men without jobs at the time. The CCC was an opportunity for young men 

who were living in cities to experience life in Western towns.  Eventually he was drafted into the Army, 

and served for 3 ½ years. He was an airplane armament gunner at various American Air Force 

installations and participated in anti-submarine campaigns. 
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Joseph Horowitz at Harlingen Army Air Field8, Harlingen, Texas, 1943 

 

 

After the war he settled in Richmond, Virginia with his partner named Rose (shown before). Though they 

had no children of their own, they raised her niece’s two children: Harry Watts and Roseanne 

Canterbury. A long time smoker he was constantly coughing and had a very hoarse voice. He suffered 

 
8 With the outbreak of World War II in Europe in September 1940, the U.S. Government created a military airfield 

in Harlingen. The mission of Harlingen Army Airfield was to train aerial gunners. See 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harlingen_Air_Force_Base 
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from diabetes and emphysema. He made a living as an air conditioner and refrigerator repair man. He 

also had some acreage in Montpelier, Virginia where he grew soybeans. 

Simon Hurwit 

Simon was born on 02/20/1918 and died 05/19/2001 at the age of 83. The cause of death was colon 

cancer. He never graduated High School, though like his siblings he attended Erasmus in Brooklyn. He 

enlisted in the New York National Guard on April 21, 1937 and was honorably discharged at the rank of 

Private on April 20, 1940. At some point afterwards he joined the US Military. Si’s Honorable Discharge 

from the US Military lists several facts about his military service 

- His rank was PFC, private first class 

- His address was 762 East 3rd Street, Brooklyn NY (which was where his mother Tillie was 

living) 

- Blue eyes, black hair, 5’ 7” and 162 lbs. 

- Occupation was heavy truck driver 

- Battles and Campaigns included: Algeria-French Morocco, Ardennes, Central Europe, 

Normandy, Northern France, Rhineland, Sicily, Tunisia 

- Educational background indicated 3 ½ years of high school; apparently he did not graduate 

- He was awarded a Bronze Star Medal for “heroic or meritorious achievement in connection 

with military operations” in Normandy, France on June 6, 1944. 

 

Perhaps the most important battle Si participated in was the landing on Omaha Beach on D-Day, June 6, 

1944. He was a member of the 3rd Battalion Hq Co., 16th Infantry Regiment of the 1st Infantry Division, 

whose nickname was the “Big Red One”9.  

After returning from the war, Si took up work in Gladys’ father shoe store, located in Dorchester, 

Massachusetts. After some years Gladys joined him as a saleslady and worked with him for many years. 

He bought a house in Brockton, Massachusetts and raised his family there. After retiring he moved to 

Cape Cod and lived at 296 Scargo Hill Road, East Dennis, Massachusetts. Gladys and Si retired to Florida 

and still continued to sell shoes part-time in a shopping mall. Si died of cancer at the age of 83 and 

Gladys died at age 84 (or so) on 05/12/2007.  

 
9 The Big Red One is a nickname for the 1st Infantry Division of the US Army that served heroically in World War II. 

The name derives from the red numeral "1" on the Division's shoulder patch. Some of their exploits were 

recounted in a film made in 1980 of the same name starring Lee Marvin and Mark Hamill, see 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Big_Red_One or http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0080437/  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Big_Red_One
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1941, Si and Gladys Hurwit 

Si married Gladys (nee: Tattlebaum) and had two children: Ellen born on 02/04/1947, (died of pancreatic 

cancer on 08/2018), and Jonathan born on 08/26/1950. Ellen produced two children: Jennifer and Chris. 

Jonathan produced three sons: Joshua, Aaron, and ? 

Recent Note: Joshua Hurwit, son of Jonathan married Alyson (Lifshitz) Hurwit on 11/13/2010 and as of 

04/2015 they have two daughters: Alexa Hurwit, born 06/06/2012 and Emily Hurwit, born 05/24/2014.  

Joshua is a lawyer, currently working for Littler in New York.  

 

Simon Hurwit (in the middle) with Russian troops in Eger, Czechoslovakia, May 8, 1945 
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Si, Gladys, Ellis & Maryanne in Las Vegas to Celebrate US Army Reunion 

 

                           

 

 

 

Ephraim (Ephie) Horowitz 
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The last of Tillie’s five children, Ephie was born on December 20, 1924. He went to Erasmus Hall High 

School, but dropped out at age 17 and then went to N.Y. School of Printing10. He met Gloria Cohen when 

they were teenagers and after being drafted during World War II into the American Air Force, they were 

married on May, 10, 1944. He served in the United States, but was not sent overseas. 

       

Gloria , Mrs. Cohen and Ephie           Tillie and Ephie                 Ephie in military uniform 

 After World War II he worked as a salesman for stores selling infants and children’s clothing. He had a 

keen sense of style and eventually became a partner in a large children’s and menswear store located on 

Fifth Avenue in an area called Sunset Park, Brooklyn. While living in Brooklyn Ephie and Gloria had two 

children, Louise, born on 11/07/1947 and Michael on born 06/11/1950. Later they bought a home in 

Ridgefield, Connecticut. Ephie died on December 26, 1994 at 70 of a brain tumor (unknown if it was 

benign or cancerous) and Gloria passed away at age 85 on 06/06/2008. 

Florence (nee Horowitz) Daks11 

Born in 1921, in Brooklyn, Florence (Flo) was delivered at home, the fourth child of Tillie and Elias 

Horowitz. Florence graduated from Erasmus Hall High School in 1938 when she was 17. Below is her 

graduation picture. She dreamed of going to college and being a teacher, but the US was in the middle 

of a depression, with long lines of people looking for work, and with no father she needed to earn 

 
10 Founded in 1925, it is now called the High School of Graphic Communication Arts, see 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_School_of_Graphic_Communication_Arts 

11 Florence died on 03/14/2022 at the age of 101. She is buried at Montefiore Cemetery, Block 81, Row 10R Grave 

7R on Montefiore Ave, gate 255/N. Her husband Seymour who died on 07/13/1994 at the age of 73 is also buried 

there in Block 81, Row 10R, Grave 6R. 
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money for herself and the family. Instead she went to Secretarial school and got a job for $5/week. Her 

first job was working for the theatrical manager at the Nora Bayes Theater on 216 w. 44th Street. Her 

second job was at the Office of Price Administration, a New Deal agency created by President Roosevelt. 

It was located in the Empire State Bldg. Her third job was working for attorneys. After WWII, she got a 

job working for B’nai B’rith. 

 

Florence’s Graduation Picture from Erasmus Hall High School 

Around 1952 to gain some independence Flo moved out of her mother’s apartment into her own place. 

The apartment was located at 4455 Broadway and 192nd Street in Washington Heights on the island of 

Manhattan. Below are some photos of her as a single young lady.  
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Flo as a Young Girl 

In 1953 Flo decided to take a vacation alone and she headed up to the Adirondacks in New York State 

and there she met a young man, Seymour Daks. Seymour immediately struck her as a warm and 

trustworthy person. As they were both attracted to each other they decided to continue to date once 

they returned to NY. By this time all of her brothers were married. After a year of courtship they were 

married on August 22, 1954, in a Syrian temple Ahi Ezer Congregation, in Brooklyn where Gloria 

Horowitz (Ephie’s wife) father, Basil Cohen was instrumental in arranging the details for the wedding. 

Their only child, Martin, was born on October 13, 1956.  

Seymour was brought up in the Bronx and had one older, married brother Joseph (see the photo below). 

Seymour graduated from DeWitt Clinton High School and went to Pace College for a while, though he 

did not earn a degree. He worked as an accountant, and when he met Flo he was working at the Gimbels 

department store12 and living with his widowed mother. In addition to being a warm and friendly 

person, Seymour had several hobbies , one of which was collecting Lionel train sets. Later on he 

developed an interest in photography and immediately became the family photographer. Unfortunately, 

Seymour was a smoker and at age 73 he died of esophageal cancer. Quoting Florence “the two of them 

had a wonderful relationship for 40 years”.  

 

 
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gimbels 
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Brothers with a strong bond, Joseph and Seymour Daks (photo taken in 1985) 

Flo had worked for B’nai Brith prior to getting married, but once married and becoming pregnant she 

didn't work again until Marty was 4 or 5. Below are two photos of their wedding that took place on 

August 22, 1954. 

 

        

                  Florence and Seymour, 1954                       Florence, the Bride 

As Marty grew older Flo resumed her working life. She started out at the Bronx Veterans Hospital, 

working part-time while Marty was in kindergarten. They were living in Washington Heights in upper 

NYC, but the neighborhood was not a good one, and they decided to move farther north to Yonkers 
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around 1968. It was too far for Flo to commute to a job in Manhattan so instead she took a job working 

for Feuer Trucking in Yonkers. After working there for about five years she went to work for the Union of 

American Hebrew Congregations, Reform Synagogues, which was located on 65th street and Fifth 

Avenue, going back to Manhattan. She worked there for 8 years until retiring in 1986 at the age of 65. 

 

Above Florence and Seymour in 1954, 1955, and then with Marty in 1958 

For fifteen years thereafter, Flo worked one or two days per week as an executive secretary for a Jewish 

philanthropic couple until she finally retired (for good) at age 80. In her later years she continued to 

volunteer at Montessori school, PS 27, where she worked with pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten 

children helping to teach them to read. Mrs. Berger is the teacher she worked with, as Flo says, “a very 

religious woman, one of the most devoted teachers I ever came across.” The kids would read to Flo out 

of their readers, and Flo would correct them if necessary or tell them the definition of a word.  

Flo was a devoted family person. She had fine relationships with her brothers (Irv, Joe, Si and Ephie) and 

her sister-in-laws: Ruth (my mother), Gladys (Si's wife) and Gloria (Ephie's wife) and with her nieces and 

nephews. 

 

Florence with the Daks side of the family, left-to-right seated: Flo, Seymour, Marty, Jonny; standing Herb and 

Esther Klein (parents of Karen Daks), Karen Daks, Mitchell Daks, Joseph Daks (photo: 1985) 
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In Flo’s later years she moved out of her Yonkers apartment and into Country Meadows Retirement 

Community, located in Bethlehem, PA. This put her very close to her son Marty, who was now also living 

in Bethlehem (at 3840 Lehigh St). Marty was able to visit regularly, making sure that Flo had whatever 

she needed.  

In 1976 Flo was taking classes at a local college. One of her assignments was to write her autobiography. 

Though she was only 55 at the time, she did her assignment writing eight chapters and earning a A 

grade. The document provides an interesting view of a poor Jewish family living in the depression, as 

well as Flo’s very positive personality. The autobiography can be downloaded at 

https://horowitzfamily.com/familywebsite/Flo/FlorenceAutobiography.pdf 

Finally, one of the traits we all very much adored about Flo was her efforts to stay in touch with family. 

To that end she kept an address book that kept track of birth dates, marriages and (even) deaths. I 

convinced her to make a “clean” copy so we might have it for posterity. As this is a historical document I 

haven’t tried to keep track of the current generation of cousins as they grow, get married and have 

children. However, a lot of them are mentioned in Flo’s address book. I have uploaded it to the website, 

so if you are curious you can download it at 

https://horowitzfamily.com/familywebsite/Flo/FlosAddressBook.pdf   

The War Years 

The US entered World War II on December 7, 1941 after the attack on Pearl Harbor by the Japanese. The 

four sons of Tillie Horowitz, Pfc. Ephie, Sgt. Irving, Pfc. Joseph and Pfc. Simon all served during World 

War II. For many of them it was an important lifetime event that they spoke about for many years 

afterwards. Si (Simon) was especially proud of his service, having landed on Normandy Beach on D-Day 

and earning a Bronze Star Medal for heroic achievement in the Normandy invasion. 

 

Article that appeared in the Daily Forward, a Jewish Newspaper 

Ephie 

 

Irving 

Joe 

 

Si 

https://horowitzfamily.com/familywebsite/Flo/FlorenceAutobiography.pdf
https://horowitzfamily.com/familywebsite/Flo/FlosAddressBook.pdf
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Epilog 

This document is a work in progress. Many of the dates provided may not be accurate because so many 

of the people have passed away. I have intentionally restricted my focus to the first generation born in 

the United States, to their parents and whatever I could learn about the families in Europe. The uneven 

coverage is primarily due to my lack of information. Additional facts are welcome and can be sent to 

horowitz@usc.edu. 

 

Appendix A:  A copy of the manifest from the ship taken by Elias Horowitz to the United States. It shows 

him as 20 years old (therefore born in 1886), single, a tailor by profession, of Russian nationality, and his 

last residence was Warsau (Poland), 5 foot 8 inches in stature (though we believe this is incorrect, he 

was shorter). Apparently he had only $18 in his pocket, and he was going to meet his Uncle Josef 

Rosenberg. Unfortunately we have no information on Uncle Rosenberg.  
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Appendix B: Family Tree for Elias & Tillie Horowitz, taken as of May 27, 2012 

(updates/corrections can be sent to horowitz@usc.edu) 
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Appendix: Ellis’ thoughts about growing up in Brooklyn 

At today’s (Jan 19th) meeting the assignment was to “tell a brief story about a place significant to your 

life, how that place impacted your life, and whether that place still has significance in your life”. 

Here is my response. 

The most significant place I can think of is 1775 East 17th Street, Brooklyn, NY where I spent the first 20 

years of my life. I lived there with my father, mother, and sister. The apartment was located over a 

grocery store and my father would often say that it was “close to the food”. What he didn’t mention was 

that the apartment also came with cockroaches. As a teenager when I came home in the evening my job 

was to throw on the kitchen lights, run in and kill as many cockroaches as I could. They run very fast.  

Once we had an attempted break-in, so my father rigged up two metal clamps on either ends of the 

door. Every night my job was to insert a steel rod between the two clamps so that the door couldn’t be 

breached. My father slept with a Nazi sword by his bed, one he had brought home during his service in 

WWII. 

My bedroom was at the end of the apartment with two walls to the outside and a non-working radiator. 

In the winter I could lie in bed and see my breath. In the morning I would wake up, grab my clothes and 

run into the kitchen. There I could hold my clothes over the gas stove so they would warm up before I 

put them on. 

Since my mother couldn’t walk, she had MS, my father rigged up a chair and some ropes so if there was 

a fire we could presumably lower her down to the street two floors below. There were no fire escapes 

so I am not sure what the plan was for us getting out. For years I had a recurring dream of hanging out 

my bedroom window and dropping to the ground. I didn’t always land safely. 

The apartment below us was occupied by a family of alcoholics, so one could never be sure of safely 

getting to our apartment without an encounter. The two flights of stairs were dark and creepy, and of 

course I was too embarrassed to bring friends home. 

On a lighter side, my father’s job was to repair TVs, so at any given time we might have two or three 

stacked up in our living room. At least one would be working. 

All of this is many years ago. My father tried his best to take care of my mother and raise two children, 

all of which he did. I am grateful to have gotten through it. 

 

Ellis Jan 2021 
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Appendix: Elias Horowitz’ Chauffeur’s License and Citizenship Certificate 

There is some confusion as the license says he was born in 1884, not 1996. Also, I never heard that he 

was a chauffeur. The license was issued in May, 1934, though he died a few years after in 1937. 
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One thing we can say for sure, he was a naturalized citizen, as below is his certificate of citizenship 
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Appendix: Tillie Horowitz taking English Classes 

 

 

 

 


